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Abstract. In this paper, we present API for continuous-in-time financial model. This model is based on
using measures and fields; and, on using mathematical operators as convolution operator. The originality
of this API lie in the fact that it will be used by the company MGDIS. We describe how we impelement
and check this API.
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1 Introduction
SOFI [2] is a software tool marketed by the company MGDIS. It is designed to the public institutions
such local communities to set out multiyear budgets. SOFI is based on a discrete financial modeling.
Currently, the mathematical objects involved in SOFI are suites and series. The discrete model generates
outcomes in the form of tables.
We showed in previous work [10] the default of this discrete model. Consequently, we build a new
model with using an other paradigm in [10]. This new model is based on continuous-in-time model and
uses the mathematical tools such convolution and integration. This model is based on using measures
over time interval to describe loan scheme, reimbursement scheme and interest payment scheme. We
checked its consistency using examples in Matlab. We refer to Fre´nod & Safa [11, 13, 12], which improve
one of the continuous-in-time financial models built in paper [10] incorporating in it elements of control
theory in order to determine the optimal loan scheme that achieves desired goals and that satisfies
imposed constraints. In paper [6], we use a mathematical framework to discuss an inverse problem of
determining the Loan Measure from Algebraic Spending Measure when it is possible in this model. In
addition, we build a numerical method to concentrate a measure as a sum of Dirac masses.
Many problems in finance (and elsewhere) involve computing an integral. For instance, in paper
[15] the Cuba library is used for multidimensional numerical integration. We describe in [18] the SBML
ODE Solver Library (SOSlib) which is a programming library for symbolic and numerical analysis of
chemical reaction network models. Chung, Jintai and Lee, Jang Moo propose in [7] a new family of
explicit single-step time integration methods for linear and non-linear structural dynamic analyses.
In this paper we describe and software implement the continuous-in-time financial model in order to
build our application programming interface (API) which is a set of routines expressed as a set of classes.
The main objective of this API is to be integrated in SOFI in order to produce the continuous software
tool. Consequently, it brings a competitive advantage to MGDIS. This API is restricted to certain
measures and fields. Since Visual Studio is used by the mostly developers in MGDIS. The developed
API was implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 C#, .NET Framework 4.5.
This work proposes the implemented algorithm for our API which is shared in two librairies Lemf
(Library Embedded Finance) and LemfAN (Library Embedded Finance And Numerical Analysis). In
spite of LemfAN is an open-source library, Lemf and them integration in SOFI are confidential. These
librairies are constitued of interfaces, classes and of abstract classes which are object classes. Since
continuous-in-time financial models use financial variables which are measures and fields, the purpose of
these librairies is to compute integration of measures and evaluation of fields.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces time steps that are
involved in the models in order to show concept of computation in API. Section 3 describes the imple-
mentation of measures. Section 4 shows implementation details about fields. Section 5 illustrates some
operations between fields and measures. Section 6 focuses on some classes that presents archicture of
API.
2 Concept of computation in API
This section is devoted to explain time steps that are involved in the models and the relations between
them. In [14] we give the time scales to integrate density over interval. We introduce Tmin which is the
time scale below which nothing coming from the model will be observed. To be more precise, we say
that a measure m˜ is observed over time interval [t1, t2] if∫ t2
t1
m˜, (1)
is computed. And, we will always, choose times t1 and t2 such that t2 − t1 > Tmin. In order to observe
models, we need an observation step Tobs which is strictly superior than Tmin
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Tobs > Tmin. (2)
We define the discretization step TdM as a smaller step than minimal observation step Tmin to discretize
measures.
TdM ≤ Tmin. (3)
For instance, we are setting discrete step TdM by following relation:
TdM =
Tmin
20 . (4)
We define nD as the subdivision number of observation step Tobs by discrete step TdM
nD =
⌊
Tobs
TdM
⌋
. (5)
A field is evaluated between inferior value a and superior value b with discrete step TdF satisfying:
0 < TdF < b− a. (6)
Time density
Time scale
To be interpreted,
integrated over intervals
of length: > Tmin
Time scale
below which
are nothing observed
Figure 1: Different time steps.
Since measures and fields compose API, they are shared in two levels which are shown in Figure 2.
The first level is called high level and is constructed for business reasons. Indeed, borrowed or repayment
amounts which are computed from financial variables in high level are available for the SOFI users. The
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second level is called low level which is used only by the high level. We notice that low level doesn’t use
its high. We say that high level implements its low.
High and low level contain non-discrete measures, non-discrete fields defined on R, discrete measures
and discrete fields. Some computations in high level need discretization. For instance, if we want to
discretize a measure in high level, we construct its copy in low level and then we discretize it in order to
rise up its values to high level.
Now we explain how measures are integrated and how fields are evaluated. A non-discrete measure
in low level is integrated between inferior bound a and superior bound b with minimal observation step
Tmin and observation step Tobs. Then, discrete step TdM is computed with relation (4). A non-discrete
measure in high level is integrated between inferior bound a and superior bound b. Besides, a non-
discrete field in low level is evaluated between inferior value a and superior value b with discrete step
TdF. However, the evaluation of field in high level is done between inferior value a and superior value b.
We notice that a parallelism of discretization measures and fields in low level is based on the concept
of a task. Tasks provide much benefits: more efficient computation and robustness API. Indeed, the
Task Parallel Library [3] is used to entail execution and development speed. We show in [17] that this
library makes it easy to take advantage of potential parallelism in a program. The library relies heavily
on generics and delegate expressions.
In what follows, we build the unidimensional mesh called DAS (DiscretizedAxeSegment) presented in
Figure 3 for two reasons. The first reason is to better structure the low level. Since convolution operator
is used in our financial model, the second reason is to compute discrete convolution. Indeed, we could
not compute it with variable discrete step using the Fast Fourier Transform. Mesh DAS associated to
discrete step TdM is defined by a set of points (xk)k∈Z that are its multiple
DASTdM = {xk = k × TdM, k ∈ Z}. (7)
High level
Low level
SOFI
Lemf (Library Embedded Finance)
LemfAN (Library Embedded Finance And Numerical Analysis)
API
Figure 2: API composition.
−∞ +∞• •a bxa xb• • • • • • • • •
Figure 3: Mesh DAS defined on R.
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Integration of measure md in low level between inferior bound a and superior bound b with minimal
observation step Tmin returns its integration between new inferior bound xa and new superior bound xb
with discrete step TdM, where
xa = na × TdM, (8)
such that:
na =
⌊
a
TdM
⌋
, (9)
and where
xb = nb × TdM, (10)
such that:
nb =

b
TdM
if TdM is divisible by b,⌊
b
TdM
⌋
+ 1 else.
(11)
We define N ba by the number of subintervals of interval [xa, xb] given by:
N ba = nb − na, (12)
where, integers na and nb are defined respectively in relations (9) and (11).
Now let us define a discrete measure. For any integer j from 1 to N ba , we call (na + j − 1)nd discrete
value of measure md, its integration between inferior bound (na + j − 1) × TdM and superior bound
(na + j)× TdM
∀j ∈ [[1;N ba ]],md(na + j − 1) =
∫ (na+j)×TdM
(na+j−1)×TdM
md. (13)
For any integer i from 1 to
⌊
N ba
nD
⌋
, we define quantity mobsd (i) as observed discrete measure over time
interval that its length is Tobs between inferior bound na × TdM + (i − 1) × Tobs and superior bound
na×TdM + i×Tobs. Formally, mobsd (i) is the integration of measure md between bounds na×TdM + (i−
1)× Tobs and na × TdM + i× Tobs
mobsd (i) =
∫ na×TdM+i×Tobs
na×TdM+(i−1)×Tobs
md. (14)
The integral defined in relation (14) can be decomposed with Chasles relation
mobsd (i) =
k=nD∑
k=1
∫ (na+k−nD)×TdM+i×Tobs
(na+k−1)×TdM+(i−1)×Tobs
md. (15)
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Because of (5) and of the fact that l = k+(i−1)×nD, the integral defined in relation (15) is approached
by following integral:
mobsd (i) '
l=i×nD∑
l=1+(i−1)×nD
∫ (na+l)×TdM
(na+l−1)×TdM
md. (16)
From this and according to (13), observed value mobsd (i) is a sum of all values md(na + l − 1) for an
integer l from 1 + (i− 1)× nD to i× nD
mobsd (i) '
l=i×nD∑
l=1+(i−1)×nD
md(na + l − 1). (17)
There are two situations of computing these observed values. The first situation consists in com-
puting (mobsd (i))1≤i≤bNbanD c
when N ba is divisible by nD. The second situation consists in computing
(mobsd (i))1≤i≤bNbanD c+1
when N ba is not divisible by nD. In these two situations,
⌊
N ba
nD
⌋
observed val-
ues of measure md are computed with relation (17). However, in the second situation, observed value
mobsd
(⌊
N ba
nD
⌋
+ 1
)
is computed with following relation:
mobsd
(⌊
N ba
nD
⌋
+ 1
)
'
k=N ba∑
k=nD×bN
b
a
nD
c+1
md(na + k − 1). (18)
3 Implementation of measures
In this section we focus on the implementation of simple and of composed measures. We refer
documents [5, 21] for integration measures. Moreover, we give the explicit integration of some simple
measures. Since composed measures constitue of simple measures, we give them integrations in function
of these simple measures integration.
By giving formally the integration of some measures between two bounds a and b. We easily pass to
them discretizations. Indeed, the discretization of measure between inferior bound a and superior bound
b with discrete step TdM is its integration between points xa and xb which are defined in relations (8)
and (10), respectively.
3.1 Simple measures
The purpose of this subsection is to define some simple measures. The simple measures can be
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure λLebesgue as the constant, affine, quadratic,
polynomial, exponential measures or measures that are not absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure λLebesgue as Dirac measures.
For instance, we created the constant measure to borrow uniformly over a time interval. For that,
we define the constant density mConstant, the function that is equal to a real C independently of variable
time t
∀t ∈ R,mConstant(t) = C. (19)
Since constant measure m˜Constant is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure λLebesgue,
it can be written in the following form:
m˜Constant = mConstant(t)× λLebesgue. (20)
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The integration of constant measure m˜Constant defined in relation (20) between inferior bound a and
superior bound b returns C × (b − a). The table in Appendix A shows the integration of some simple
measures.
3.2 Composed measures
3.2.1 Sum measure
We created sum measure in order to compute the borrowed amount of a sum of two loan measures
over a time interval.
The integration of sum m of two measures m1 et m2 between inferior bound a and superior bound b
returns a sum of two values. The first value is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a
and superior bound b, the second value is the integration of measure m2 between inferior bound a and
superior bound b.
The sum of two discrete measures (m1(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba and (m2(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba defined on
the same universel mesh DASTdM is a discrete measures m(na + j − 1) of N ba values given by following
relation:
∀j ∈ [[1;N ba ]],m(na + j − 1) = m1(na + j − 1) +m2(na + j − 1). (21)
The discretization of sum m of two non-discrete measures m1 and m2 in low level between inferior bound
a and superior bound b is described by following algorithm:
Algorithm 1: Computation discrete measure sum
input : Measures m1 and m2, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Discrete measure (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba
• Discretize measure m1 between points xa and xb of universel mesh DASTdM to get discrete
measure (m1(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba ;
• Discretize measure m2 between points xa and xb of universel mesh DASTdM to get discrete
measure (m2(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba ;
• Use relation (21) to get discrete measure (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba which is the discretization of
measure m between points xa and xb ;
return (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba ;
3.2.2 Product measure
We define the product of two measures for reasons of nature software production. This product is
not used in continuous-in-time financial model. In addition, since the product of two Dirac measures has
no sense in measure theory, we prohibit this type of product.
The product of two discrete measures (m1(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba and (m2(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba defined
on the same universel mesh is discrete measure m(na + j − 1) of N ba values given by following relation:
∀j ∈ [[1;N ba ]],m(na + j − 1) =
m1(na + j − 1)×m2(na + j − 1)
TdM
. (22)
The integration of discrete measure (m(na+j−1))1≤j≤N ba defined in relation (22) between inferior bound
a and superior bound b is the sum of all values (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba
j=N ba∑
j=1
m(na + j − 1). (23)
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The consistency of relation (22) is illustrated using following example. This exemple consists in comput-
ing the discrete product of two discrete measures defined on the same universel mesh DASTdM . The first
discrete measure (m1(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba is defined by discretization of constant measure that constant
equals to C1, between inferior bound xa and superior bound xb with discrete step TdM
∀j ∈ [[1;N ba ]],m1(na + j − 1) = C1 × TdM, (24)
and the second discrete measure (m2(na+ j−1))1≤j≤N ba is defined by discretization of constant measure
that constant equals to C2, between inferior bound xa and superior bound xb with discrete step TdM
∀j ∈ [[1;N ba ]],m2(na + j − 1) = C2 × TdM. (25)
Next, relation (22) is used for computing discrete product (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba to obtain:
∀j ∈ [[1;N ba ]],m(na + j − 1) = C1 × C2 × TdM. (26)
Now, if we descretize constant measure that constant equals to C1 × C2 between two points xa and xb
of universel mesh DASTdM , then we get the same discrete values defined in relation (26). It is concluded
that relation (22) is consistent.
Since we expressed previously the product of two discrete measures and its integration, we want to
integrate a product measure in high level. Indeed, the integration of product m of two measures m1
and m2 between inferior bound a and superior bound b with minimal observation step Tmin is given by
following algorithm:
Algorithm 2: Integration algorithm of product m of two measures m1 and m2 in high level
input : Measures m1 and m2, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Integration value v
• Compute discrete step TdM from minimal observation step Tmin with relation (4) ;
• Descretize measure m1 between two points xa and xb of universel mesh DASTdM to get discrete
measure (m1(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba ;
• Descretize measure m2 between two points xa and xb of universel mesh DASTdM to get discrete
measure (m2(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba ;
• Compute with relation (22) discrete product measure (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba of two discrete
measures (m1(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba and (m2(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba ;
• Integrate discrete measure (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba using relation (23) to obtain v ;
return v ;
3.2.3 Piecewise measure
We call m˜Piecewise a piecewise measure, one of the two construction methods defined
• from a real Fr0 allowing to generate measures m0 and m1 respectively on intervals ]−∞, F r0] and
[Fr0,+∞[. Formally, measure m˜Piecewise presented in Figure 4 is a piecewise measure on R if and only if
∃Fr0 ∈ R, such that: m˜Piecewise |]−∞,Fr0]= m0, m˜Piecewise |[Fr0,+∞[= m1,
where m0 and m1 are any measures. (27)
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−∞ +∞
Fr0
m0 m1
Figure 4: Piecewise measure m˜Piecewise constitued of measures m0, m1 and frontier Fr0.
• from a subdivision (Fr0, F r1, . . . , F rn) of n+2 intervals allowing to generate the measure mi on each
closed interval [Fri−1, F ri] for i from 1 to n and to generate both measures m0 and mn+1 respectively
on the two intervals ]−∞, F r0] and [Frn,+∞[. Formally, measure m˜Piecewise presented in Figure 5 is a
piecewise measure on R if and only if
∃(Fr0, F r1, . . . , F rn), F r0 < Fr1 < · · · < Frn such that: ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
m˜Piecewise |]−∞,Fr0]= m0, m˜Piecewise |[Fri−1,Fri]= mi, m˜Piecewise |[Frn,+∞[= mn+1,
where m0, mi and mn+1 are any measures. (28)
−∞ +∞
Fr0 Fr1 Fr2 Frn−1 Frn
m0 m1 m2 mn−1 mn mn+1
Figure 5: Piecewise measure m˜Piecewise constitued of a list of measures (mi)0≤i≤n+1 and of a list of
frontiers (Fri)0≤i≤n.
The integration of piecewise measure m˜Piecewise defined in relation (27) is given by following algorithm:
Algorithm 3: Integration algorithm of piecewise measure m˜Piecewise defined in relation (27)
input : Measures m0 and m1, frontier Fr0, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Integration value v
if b ≤ Fr0 then
v is the integration of measure m0 between inferior bound a and superior bound b ;
else if Fr0 ≤ a then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a and superior bound b ;
else
v is the sum of two quantities, where the first quantity is the integration of measure m0
between inferior bound a and superior bound Fr0, and the second quantity is the integration
of measure m1 between inferior bound Fr0 and superior bound b ;
return v ;
In order to integrate the piecewise measure m˜Piecewise defined in relation (28) between inferior bound
a and superior bound b, we define index p and q respectively by the index for first and last measures of
(mi)0≤i≤n+1 to be integrated. These index p et q are determined by dichotomy search. By considering
l ∈ [[1;n]], index p, q ∈ [[0;n+ 1]] are defined using a list of frontiers (Fri)0≤i≤n as:
p =
 0 if a < Fr0,l if Frl−1 ≤ a < Frl,
n+ 1 if Frn ≤ a.
(29)
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q =
 0 if b ≤ Fr0,l if Frl−1 < b ≤ Frl,
n+ 1 if Frn < b.
(30)
It is necessary to define variables a? and b? in order to integrate generally the piecewise measure
m˜Piecewise. Variable a? means the superior integration bound of measure mp. If a < Frn, then a?
is equal to the inferior value of Frp and of b, if Frn ≤ a, then a? is equal to b. Formally, variable a? is
defined as:
a? =
{
inf{Frp, b} if a < Frn,
b if Frn ≤ a. (31)
Variable b? means the inferior integration bound of measure mq. Similary, if Fr0 < b, then b? is equal
to the superior value of Frq−1 and of a, if b ≤ Fr0, then b? is equal to a. Formally, variable b? is defined
as:
b? =
{
sup{Frq−1, a} if Fr0 < b,
a if b ≤ Fr0. (32)
Moreover, we define quantities q1, q2 and q3 as follows. The quantity q1 is the integration of measure
mp between inferior bound a and superior bound a?:
q1 =
∫ a?
a
mp. (33)
The quantity q2 is the sum of integration of measure mi+1 between inferior bound Fri and superior
bound Fri+1 for i from p to q − 2:
q2 =
i=q−2∑
i=p
∫ Fri+1
Fri
mi+1. (34)
The quantity q3 is the integration of measure mq between inferior bound b? and superior bound b:
q3 =
∫ b
b?
mq. (35)
Consequently, the algorithm of integrating piecewise measure m˜Piecewise defined in relation (28) is given
as follows:
Algorithm 4: Integration algorithm of piecewise measure m˜Piecewise defined in relation (28)
input : List of measures (mi)0≤i≤n+1, list of frontiers (Fri)0≤i≤n, inferior bound a and superior
bound b
output: Integration value v
if p = q then
v ← q1;
else if p = q − 1 then
v ← q1 + q3 ;
else
v ← q1 + q2 + q3 ;
return v;
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3.2.4 Truncated measure
We call m˜Truncated a truncated measure, one of the three construction methods defined
• from a subdivision (Fr0, F r1) of 3 intervals allowing to generate the measure m1 on interval
[Fr0, F r1] and to generate the null measures m0 and m2 respectively on intervals ] − ∞, F r0] and
[Fr1,+∞[. Formally, measure m˜Truncated presented in Figure 6 is a truncated measure on R if and only
if
∃(Fr0, F r1), F r0 < Fr1 such that: m˜Truncated |]−∞,Fr0]= m0, m˜Truncated |[Fr0,Fr1]= m1,
m˜Truncated |[Fr1,+∞[= m2,where m0, m2 are null measures and m1 is any measure. (36)
−∞ +∞
Fr0 Fr1
m0 m1 m2
Figure 6: Truncated measure m˜Truncated constitued of measure m1, null measures m0, m2 and of frontiers
Fr0 and Fr1.
• from a real Fr0 allowing to generate the null measure m0 on interval ]−∞, F r0] and to generate the
measure m1 on interval [Fr0,+∞[. Formally, measure m˜Truncated presented in Figure 7 is a truncated
measure on R if and only if
∃Fr0 ∈ R, such that: m˜Truncated |]−∞,Fr0]= m0, m˜Truncated |[Fr0,+∞[= m1,
where m0 is null measure and m1 is any measure. (37)
−∞ +∞
Fr0
m0 m1
Figure 7: Truncated measure m˜Truncated constitued of null measure m0, measure m1 and of frontier Fr0.
• from a real Fr1 allowing to generate the measure m1 on interval ] −∞, F r1] and to generate the
measure m2 on interval [Fr1,+∞[. Formally, measure m˜Truncated presented in Figure 8 is a truncated
measure on R if and only if
∃Fr1 ∈ R such that: m˜Truncated |]−∞,Fr1]= m1, m˜Truncated |[Fr1,+∞[= m2,
where m1 is any measure and m2 is null measure. (38)
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−∞ +∞
Fr1
m1 m2
Figure 8: Truncated measure m˜Truncated constitued of measure m1, null measure m2 and of frontier Fr1.
The algorithm of integrating truncated measure m˜Truncated defined in relation (36) between inferior
bound a and superior bound b is given as follows:
Algorithm 5: Integration algorithm of truncated measure m˜Truncated defined in relation (36)
input : Measures m0, m1 and m2, frontiers Fr0 and Fr1, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Integration value v
if a < Fr0 < Fr1 < b then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound Fr0 and superior bound Fr1 ;
else if Fr0 ≤ a < b ≤ Fr1 then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a and superior bound b ;
else if Fr0 ≤ a < Fr1 < b then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a and superior bound Fr1 ;
else if a < Fr0 < b ≤ Fr1 then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound Fr0 and superior bound b ;
else
v is zero ;
return v ;
The algorithm of integrating truncated measure m˜Truncated defined in relation (37) between inferior
bound a and superior bound b is given as follows:
Algorithm 6: Integration algorithm of truncated measure m˜Truncated defined in relation (37)
input : Measures m0 and m1, frontier Fr0, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Integration value v
if a < Fr0 < b then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound Fr0 and superior bound b ;
else if Fr0 ≤ a then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a and superior bound b ;
else
v is zero ;
return v ;
The algorithm of integrating truncated measure m˜Truncated defined in relation (38) between inferior
bound a and superior bound b is given as follows:
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Algorithm 7: Integration algorithm of truncated measure m˜Truncated defined in relation (38)
input : Measures m1 and m2, frontier Fr1, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Integration value v
if a < Fr1 < b then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a and superior bound Fr1 ;
else if b ≤ Fr1 then
v is the integration of measure m1 between inferior bound a and superior bound b ;
else
v is zero ;
return v ;
3.2.5 Tabulated measure
The aim of this subsubsection is to define a tabulated measure and to give its integration algorithm.
There are three reasons for the creation of tabulated measure. The first one is to translate an array of
values to a discrete measure. The second one is to compute the convolution measure. The third one is
to create a discrete measure in low level in order to transfer it to high level.
We want to build a tabulated measure m˜Tabulated between inferior value VI and superior bound VS
strictly superior than VI with a set of n values (li)0≤i≤n−1. For that, we use a tabulation step Ttab in
order to share values (li)0≤i≤n−1 between VI and VS , defined by:
Ttab =
VS − VI
n
. (39)
We call m˜Tabulated a tabulated measure, a construction method defined from a subdivision (Fr0, F r1, . . . , F rn)
given by following frontiers:
∀i ∈ [[0;n]], F ri = VI + i× Ttab, (40)
allowing to generate the constant density mj+1 on each closed interval [Frj , F rj+1] for j from 0 to n− 1
and to generate both null densities m0 and mn+1 respectively on two intervals ]−∞, F r0] and [Frn,+∞[.
Tabulated measure m˜Tabulated is illustrated in Figure 9.
−∞ +∞
Fr0 = VI Fr1 Fr2 Frn−1 Frn = VS
m0 m1 m2 mn−1 mn mn+1
l0
Ttab l1
Ttab
ln−1
Ttab
Figure 9: Tabulated measure m˜Tabulated constitued of densities (mi)0≤i≤n+1 and of frontiers (Fri)0≤i≤n
such that m0 and mn+1 are null densities and such that each density mj+1 is a constant density defined
on closed interval [Frj , F rj+1] that constant equals to ljTtab for j from 0 to n− 1.
To integrate tabulated measure m˜Tabulated explicitly between inferior bound a and superior bound b,
index p and q given respectively in relations (29) and (30) are used. Since, tabulated measure m˜Tabulated
is constitued of null densities m0 and mn+1, we describe its in algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8: Integration algorithm of tabulated measure m˜Tabulated
input : Values (li)0≤i≤n−1, inferior value VI , superior value VS , inferior bound a and superior
bound b
output: Integration value v
if a < VI < VS < b then
v ←
i=n−1∑
i=0
li ;
else if VI ≤ a < VS < b then
if Frn−1 ≤ a < VS then
v ← (VS − a)× ln−1
Ttab
;
else
v ← (Frp − a)× lp−1
Ttab
+
i=n−1∑
i=p
li ;
else if a < VI < b ≤ VS then
if VI < b ≤ Fr1 then
v ← (b− VI)× l0
Ttab
;
else
v ←
i=q−2∑
i=0
li + (b− Frq−1)× lq−1
Ttab
;
else if VI ≤ a < b ≤ VS then
if p = q then
v ← (b− a)× lp−1
Ttab
;
else if p = q − 1 then
v ← (Frp − a)× lp−1
Ttab
+ (b− Frp)× lp
Ttab
;
else
v ← (Frp − a)× lp−1
Ttab
+
i=q−2∑
i=p
li + (b− Frq−1)× lq−1
Ttab
;
else
v ← 0 ;
return v;
3.2.6 Discrete convolution
Discrete convolution is a fundamental operation in the financial model. Indeed, loan measure κ˜E and
capital repayment measure ρ˜K are connected by a convolution operator. It is necessary to implement it
in order to compute repayment amount. Then the discrete convolution may be evaluated with the aid
of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method.
We refer to papers [16, 20], which are dealing with how convolution can be efficiently computed
by FFT. For example, algorithms based on explicit computation and on the Fast Fourier Transform
are described in [16]. Paper [20] presents a more efficient computation of the convolution between a
compressed text and an uncompressed pattern.
By the Fourier convolution theorem, the discrete Fourier transform of κ˜E ? γ˜ may be computed as
F(ρ˜K) = F(κ˜E ? γ˜) = F(κ˜E) • F(γ˜), (41)
where the repayment pattern measure γ˜ expresses the way an amount 1 borrowed at t = 0 is repaid
and where • denotes component-wise multiplication, and F(κ˜E) and F(γ˜) discrete Fourier transforms
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of κ˜E and γ˜, respectively. The aim here is to compute discrete convolution (κ˜E ? γ˜(ne + j − 1))1≤j≤N fe
of discrete measures (κ˜E(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba and (γ˜(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤Ndc between points xe and xf of
universel mesh DASTdM . The computations are summarized in Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9: Computation discrete convolution with FFT
input : Measures κ˜E and γ˜, inferior bound e and superior bound f
output: (κ˜E ? γ˜(ne + j − 1))1≤j≤N fe
• Determine the convex hull of the support of discrete measure (κ˜E(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba supposed to
be interval [xa1 , xb1 ] ;
• Determine the convex hull of the support of discrete measure (γ˜(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤Ndc supposed to
be interval [xc1 , xd1 ] ;
• Complete by zero discrete measures (κ˜E(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba and (γ˜(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤Ndc such that
they have N values, where N is power of 2 and is smallest value satisfying N ≥ N ba +N dc . Then,
(κ˜1E(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N and (γ˜1(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤N are called the discrete values extended by zero ;
• Compute discrete measures (x(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N and (y(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤N by Fourier transform
of discrete measures (κ˜1E(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N and (γ˜1(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤N , respectively ;
• Compute vector z(j − 1)1≤j≤N defined by element-wise multiplication of (x(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N by
(y(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤N ;
• Compute vector (h(j − 1))1≤j≤N defined by inverse Fourier transform of (z(j − 1))1≤j≤N ;
• Construct tabulated measure m˜Tabulated between inferior value xa1 + xc1 and superior value
xb1 + xd1 with a set of first N ba +N dc values of h ;
• Discretize tabulated measure m˜Tabulated between points xe et xf with discrete step TdM to get
discrete values (κ˜E ? γ˜(ne + j − 1))1≤j≤N fe ;
return (κ˜E ? γ˜(ne + j − 1))1≤j≤N fe ;
4 Implementation of fields
We define field as continuous function by superior value. Fields are shared in two categories which are
simple and composed. In what follows, we give them definitions and hwo they are evaluated in high level
at point. Consequently, the discretization of non-discrete fields in low level is based on them evaluation.
Indeed, its discretization between inferior value a and superior value b with discrete step TdF returns its
evaluation between points xa and xb which are defined in relations (8) and (10), respectively.
4.1 Simple fields
The aim of this subsection is to define some simple fields which are constant, affine, quadratic,
polynomial, and exponential fields.
For instance, we created the constant field in order to compute the borrowed amount at a given
instant where the loan is a constant function. The constant field FConstant is defined as the function that
is equal to C independently of variable time t.
∀t ∈ R, FConstant(t) = C. (42)
The evaluation of constant field FConstant defined in relation (42) returns constant C. The table in
Appendix B shows the evaluation of some simple fields.
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4.2 Composed fields
This subsection is entirely devoted to define some composed fields which are sum, product, piecewise,
and truncated fields.
4.2.1 Sum field
We created a sum field in order to compute the sum of two fields at an instant t. For example, we
can compute the sum of two current debts at this time t.
The evaluation of the sum F of two fields F1 and F2 in high level at instant t returns a value which
is the sum of two values. The first value is the evaluation of field F1 at time t, the second value is the
evaluation of field F2 at time t. The evaluation of field F is expressed by following relation:
∀t ∈ R,F(t) = F1(t) + F2(t). (43)
4.2.2 Product field
Since we define previously the sum field in subsubsection 4.2.1, we define by the same way the product
F of two fields F1 and F2 in high level which is given by following relation:
∀t ∈ R,F(t) = F1(t)× F2(t). (44)
4.2.3 Piecewise field
We call FPiecewise a piecewise field, one of the two construction methods defined
• from a real Fr0 allowing to generate fields F0 and F1 respectively on intervals ] − ∞, F r0] and
[Fr0,+∞[. Formally, field FPiecewise illustrated in Figure 10 is a piecewise field on R if and only if
∃Fr0 ∈ R, such that: FPiecewise |]−∞,Fr0]= F0,FPiecewise |[Fr0,+∞[= F1,
where F0 and F1 are any fields. (45)
−∞ +∞
Fr0
F0 F1
Figure 10: Piecewise field FPiecewise constitued of fields F0, F1 and of frontier Fr0.
• from a subdivision (Fr0, F r1, . . . , F rn) of n+ 2 intervals allowing to generate the field Fi on each
closed interval [Fri−1, F ri] for i from 1 to n and to generate both fields F0 and Fn+1 respectively on two
intervals ]−∞, F r0] and [Frn,+∞[. Formally, field FPiecewise presented in Figure 11 is a piecewise field
on R if and only if
∃(Fr0, F r1, . . . , F rn), , F r0 < Fr1 < · · · < Frn such that: ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
FPiecewise |[Fri−1,Fri]= Fi,FPiecewise |]−∞,Fr0]= F0,FPiecewise |[Frn,+∞[= Fn+1,
where Fi, F0, Fn+1 are any fields. (46)
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Fr0 Fr1 Fr2 Frn−1 Frn
F0 F1 F2 Fn−1 Fn Fn+1
Figure 11: Piecewise field FPiecewise constitued of a list of fields (Fi)0≤i≤n+1 and of a list of frontiers
(Fri)0≤i≤n.
The evaluation of piecewise field FPiecewise defined in relation (45) at instant t is given by following
algorithm:
Algorithm 10: Evaluation algorithm of piecewise field FPiecewise defined in relation (45)
input : Fields F0 and F1, frontier Fr0, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Evaluation value v
if t < Fr0 then
v is the evaluation of field F0 at instant t ;
else
v is the evaluation of field F1 at instant t ;
return v ;
We give an algorithm for the evaluation of piecewise field FPiecewise defined in relation (46) at instant
t as follows:
Algorithm 11: Evaluation algorithm of piecewise field FPiecewise defined in relation (46)
input : List of fields (Fi)0≤i≤n+1, list of frontiers (Fri)0≤i≤n, inferior bound a and superior
bound b
output: Integration value v
if t < Fr0 then
v is the evaluation of field F0 at instant t ;
else if Fri ≤ t < Fri+1 then
v is the evaluation of field Fi+1 at instant t ;
else if t ≥ Frn then
v is the evaluation of field Fn+1 at instant t ;
return v ;
4.2.4 Truncated field
We call FTruncated a truncated field, one of the three construction methods defined
• from a subdivision (Fr0, F r1) of 3 intervals allowing to generate the field F1 on interval [Fr0, F r1]
and to generate both null fields F0 and F2 respectively on intervals ]−∞, F r0] and [Fr1,+∞[. Formally,
field FTruncated presented in Figure 12 is a truncated field on R if and only if
∃(Fr0, F r1), F r0 < Fr1 such that: FTruncated |]−∞,Fr0]= F0,FTruncated |[Fr0,Fr1]= F1,
FTruncated |[Fr1,+∞[= F2,where F0 and F2 are null fields and F1 is any field. (47)
• from a real Fr0 allowing to generate the null field F0 on interval ] −∞, F r0] and to generate the
field F1 on interval [Fr0,+∞[. Formally, field FTruncated presented in Figure 13 is a truncated field on
R if and only if
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Fr0 Fr1
F0 F1 F2
Figure 12: Truncated field FTruncated constitued of field F1 and of null fields F0, F2 and of frontiers Fr0
and Fr1.
∃Fr0 ∈ R, such that: FTruncated |]−∞,Fr0]= F0,FTruncated |[Fr0,+∞[= F1,
where F0 is null field and F1 is any field. (48)
−∞ +∞
Fr0
F0 F1
Figure 13: Truncated field FTruncated constitued of null field F0, field F1 and of frontier Fr0.
• from a real Fr1 allowing to generate the field F1 on interval ] −∞, F r1] and to generate the field
F2 on interval [Fr1,+∞[. Formally, field FTruncated presented in Figure 14 is a truncated field on R if
and only if
∃Fr1 ∈ R, such that: FTruncated |]−∞,Fr1]= F1,FTruncated |[Fr1,+∞[= F2,
where F1 is any field and F2 is null field. (49)
−∞ +∞
Fr1
F1 F2
Figure 14: Truncated field FTruncated constitued of field F1, null field F2 and of frontier Fr1.
The evaluation of truncated field FTruncated defined in relation (47) at instant t is given by following
algorithm:
Algorithm 12: Evaluation algorithm of truncated field FTruncated defined in relation (47)
input : Fields F0, F1 and F2, frontiers Fr0 and Fr1, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Evaluation value v
if Fr0 ≤ t < Fr1 then
v is the evaluation of field F1 at instant t ;
else
v is zero ;
return v ;
The evaluation of truncated field FTruncated defined in relation (48) at instant t is given by following
algorithm:
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Algorithm 13: Evaluation algorithm of truncated field FTruncated defined in relation (48)
input : Fields F0 and F1, frontier Fr0, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Integration value v
if t ≥ Fr0 then
v is the evaluation of field F1 at instant t ;
else
v is zero ;
return v ;
The algorithm for evaluation of truncated field FTruncated defined in relation (49) at instant t is given
as follows:
Algorithm 14: Evaluation algorithm of truncated field FTruncated defined in relation (49)
input : Fields F1 and F2, frontier Fr1, inferior bound a and superior bound b
output: Evaluation value v
if t < Fr1 then
v is the evaluation of field F1 at instant t ;
else
v is zero ;
return v ;
5 Operations between fields and measures
The discretization of field Fd in low level between inferior value xa and superior value xb is a task
containing N ba + 1 discrete values of a discrete field (FDd (na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba given by:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) = Fd(yk), (50)
where points (yk)1≤k≤N ba+1 are defined as:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], yk = xa + (k − 1)× TdF. (51)
5.1 Product of measure by a field
The interest payment measure is defined as the product of the loan rate measure by the current debt
field. This induces that it is necessary to compute the product of measure by a field.
The product of discrete measure (m1(na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba by discrete field (FDd (na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba
defined on the same universel mesh, is discrete measure (m(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ba given by N ba values:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba ]],m(na + k − 1) = m1(na + k − 1)× FDd (na + k − 1). (52)
The integration of discrete measure (m(na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba defined in relation (52) between inferior
bound a and superior bound b is the sum of values (m(na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba , which is given by following
value:
k=N ba∑
k=1
m(na + k − 1). (53)
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5.2 Primitive of measure defined as a field
In the beginning we give some references to solve some ordinary differential equation in radon mea-
sure space. The key to integrate a real function or a measure is given in [9] as it’s distribution function
under a known domain. In particular in [19], we treat linear transport equation, in conservation form
under weak regularity on the coefficients.
The Current Debt Field KRD is related to Loan Measure κ˜E and Repayment Measure ρ˜K by the
following Ordinary Differential Equation:
dKRD
dt
= κE(t)− ρK(t). (54)
where Loan Measure κ˜E = κE(t)dt is defined such that the amount borrowed between times t1 and t2 is:∫ t2
t1
κ˜E , (55)
and where repayment Measure ρ˜K = ρK(t)dt is defined such that the amount borrowed between times t1
and t2 is:
∫ t2
t1
ρ˜K. (56)
The solution of this ODE is expressed:
KRD(t) = KRD(tI) +
∫ t
tI
κ˜E −
∫ t
tI
ρ˜K. (57)
To compute the Current Debt Field KRD at an instant t, we introduce the method which is computing
the primitive of a measure. This method is based on numerical approach which consists in accumulating
a discrete measure in order to approximate it by a piecewise function. Furthermore, since a primitive of
measure md in low level, which is zero at point xc is a field Fd, its discretization between inferior value
xa and superior value xb with discrete step TdF is defined by discrete field (FDd (na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba+1
given by:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) =
∫ yk
xc
md, (58)
where points (yk)1≤k≤N ba+1 are defined in relation (50). We distinguish three cases of computing discrete
field (FDd (na + k − 1))1≤k≤N ba+1:
First case xc < xa
Measure md is discretized between points xc and xb with discrete step TdF to compute discrete measure
(md(nc + j − 1))1≤j≤N bc . The integral defined in relation (58) can be decomposed with Chasles relation
to get:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) =
j=Nac∑
j=1
∫ xc+j×TdF
xc+(j−1)×TdF
md +
j=k−1∑
j=1
∫ xa+j×TdF
xa+(j−1)×TdF
md. (59)
Replacing xa by xc +N ac × TdF in relation (59), we obtain the following equality:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) =
j=Nac∑
j=1
∫ xc+j×TdF
xc+(j−1)×TdF
md +
j=k−1∑
j=1
∫ xc+(j+Nac )×TdF
xc+(j−1+Nac )×TdF
md. (60)
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From this and using relation (13) which defines discrete measure, we get:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) =
j=Nac∑
j=1
md(nc + j − 1) +
j=k−1+Nac∑
j=1+Nac
md(nc + j − 1). (61)
Second case xc > xb
Measure md is discretized between points xa and xc with discrete step TdF to compute discrete measure
(md(na + j − 1))1≤j≤N ca . The integral defined in relation (58) can be decomposed with Chasles relation
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) = −
j=N ca∑
j=k
∫ xa+j×TdF
xa+(j−1)×TdF
md. (62)
From this, we get:
∀k ∈ [[1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) = −
j=N ca∑
j=k
md(na + j − 1). (63)
Third case xa ≤ xc ≤ xb
We determine integer L ∈ [[1;N ba ]] satisfying following inequalities:
yL < xc ≤ yL+1. (64)
Since xc > yk for k from 1 to L, the result of the second case gives:
∀k ∈ [[1;L]], FDd (na + k − 1) = −
j=N ca∑
j=k
md(na + j − 1). (65)
Replacing xc by xa + N ca × TdF, the integral defined in relation (58) can be decomposed with Chasles
relation to get:
∀k ∈ [[L+ 1;N ba + 1]], FDd (na + k − 1) =
j=k−1∑
j=1+N ca
md(na + j − 1). (66)
6 Architecture
This section gives concrete implementation details for the implemented API and examples of its
usage. An excessive amount of work was done to have a decent precondition validation and this section
mostly focuses on the API aspect of this implementatition
Naturally, after description of the different algorithm and computation in financial model, we develop
API to attempt the objectives: more efficient computation and robustness.
6.1 Interfaces
The computation in library Lemf is defined as a graph where the terminal nodes are measures or fields,
and where the non-terminal nodes are operations. Consequently, Lemf allows to build its dynamically.
We realize these graphs by abstract factory class called ”AbstractFactor”.
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Interface IComputationElement
MeasureFactory Interface IMeasure
Evaluate
Interface IField
Evaluate
FieldFactory
Interface ISumMeasure Interface IPrimitive
Figure 15: Class diagrams of library Lemf.
In AbstractFactor an interface is responsible for creating a factory of related objects without explicitly
specifying their classes. Each generated factory can give the objects as per the Factory pattern. This
factory AbstractFactor creates measures, fields and operations which are used by interfaces.
We describe some interfaces used in library LemfAN. The first interface IMeasureAN implements
all measures in low level and provides a method EvaluateDiscrete allowing to discretize a non-discrete
measure between inferior bound a and superior bound b with minimal observation step Tmin. This
method EvaluateDiscrete returns a task containing N ba discrete values.
1 i n t e r f a c e IMeasureAN
2 {
3 Task<IEnumerable<double>> Eva luateDi sc re t e ( decimal a , dec imal b , dec imal Tmin ) {}
4 }
The second interface IFieldAN is defined by the evaluation interface of field. IFieldAN contains a
method EvaluateDiscrete which is allowing to evaluate a field between inferior value a and superior value
b with discrete step TdF. This method EvaluateDiscrete returns a task containing N ba +1 discrete values.
1 i n t e r f a c e IFieldAN
2 {
3 Task<IEnumerable<double>> Eva luateDi sc re t e ( decimal a , dec imal b , dec imal TdF ) {}
4 }
There are some principal interfaces used in library Lemf. The first interface IMeasure implements all
measures in high level. It provides a method Evaluate allowing to integrate a measure between inferior
bound a and superior bound b in order to return a value.
1 i n t e r f a c e IMeasure
2 {
3 double Evaluate ( decimal a , dec imal b) {}
4 }
The second interface IField is defined by the evaluation interface of field. We notice that interface
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IField implements all fields in high level. This interface IField contains a method Evaluate which is
allowing to evaluate a field at an instant v returning a value.
1 i n t e r f a c e IF i e l d
2 {
3 double Evaluate ( decimal v ) {}
4 }
We create interface IComputationElementAN to encompass the notion of field and measure in only
one interface defined as:
1 pub l i c i n t e r f a c e IComputationElementAN
2 {
3 IEnumerable<IComputationElementAN> Chi ldren
4 {
5 get ;
6 }
7 }
We developped for each measure and for each field their own interfaces. For instance, interface
IAffineMeasure defined by affine measure interface inherits from IMeasureAN. This interface IAffineMeasure
uses attributes C1 and C defining affine measure in table 1.
1 pub l i c i n t e r f a c e IAf f ineMeasure : IMeasureAN
2 {
3 double C
4 {
5 get ;
6 }
7
8 double C1
9 {
10 get ;
11 }
12 }
6.2 Abstract classes
An abstract class is a class whose the implementation is not complete and that is not instanciable.
It is the base for other derived classes (inherited). We created abstract classes in the library LemfAN as
AbstractLeafMeasureAN to characterize simple measures, AbstractComposedMeasureAN to characterize
composed measures and AbstractMeasureAN to characterize simple and composed measures. Abstract
class AbstractLeafMeasureAN inherits from abstract class AbstractMeasureAN which means that each
simple measure is a measure. Abstract class AbstractComposedMeasureAN inherits from abstract class
AbstractMeasureAN which means that each composed measure is a measure.
We notice that AbstractMeasureAN characterizes a general concept integration of measure in low
level defined in section 2. Indeed, it contains a method EvaluateDiscrete which sum a discrete measure
on each observation step Tobs.
Since we justified the creation of abstract classes AbstractLeafMeasureAN, AbstractComposedMea-
sureAN and AbstractMeasureAN, we created for the same reasons the following abstract classes in Lemf
which are AbstractLeafMeasure, AbstractComposedMeasure and AbstractMeasure.
6.3 Unit tests
Unit test [4] is a software testing method by which individual units of our libraries LemfAN and
Lemf. For each measure and field, we constitue sets of one or more computer program modules in order
to determine whether they are fit for use.
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Paper [8] shows why that Team System is written for any software team that is considering running
a software project using code coverage under Visual Studio. Unit test cover a significant proportion of
our librairies. For this, we used the test coverage (see Figure 18) to determine the proportion of our code
library that will be really tested by coded tests. It allows to provide effective protection against bugs.
6.4 Math.NET Numerics
Math.NET Numerics [1] aims to provide methods and algorithms for numerical computations in sci-
ence, engineering and every day use. Covered topics include special functions, linear algebra, probability
models, random numbers, interpolation, integration, regression, optimization problems and more.
Being written in it, Math.NET Numerics works very well with C# and related .Net languages. For
implementing the convolution operator in C#, we used the Math.NET Numerics [1] IntegralTransforms
library. In particular, we use expression Invoke to express actions that must run simultaneously.
AbstractMeasureAN
AbstractLeafMeasureAN AbstractComposedMeasureAN
Figure 16: Abstract Class diagrams of library LemfAN.
AbstractMeasure
AbstractLeafMeasure AbstractComposedMeasure
Figure 17: Abstract Class diagrams of library Lemf.
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Figure 18: Coverage at 96, 4% of test library LemfTest.
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A Simple measures
Simple measures Definition Value of integration
Null measure m˜Null = 0 0
Affine measure ∀t ∈ R, m˜Affine = (C1 × t+ C)× λLebesgue C12 × (b2 − a2) + C× (b− a)
Quadratic measure ∀t ∈ R, m˜Quadratic = (C2 × t2 + C1 × t+ C) C23 × (b3 − a3) + C12 × (b2 − a2)×λLebesgue + C× (b− a)
Polynomial measure ∀t ∈ R, m˜Polynom =
(
i=n∑
i=0
Ci × ti
)
× λLebesgue
i=n∑
i=0
Ci
i+ 1 ×
(
bi+1 − ai+1
)
Sinus measure ∀t ∈ R, m˜Sinus = sin(C1 × t+ C)× λLebesgue (b− a)× sin(C), if C1 = 0
cos(C1 × a+ C)− cos(C1 × b+ C)
C1
,
if C1 6= 0
Cosinus measure ∀t ∈ R, m˜Cosinus = cos(C1 × t+ C)× λLebesgue (b− a)× cos(C), if C1 = 0
sin(C1 × b+ C)− sin(C1 × a+ C)
C1
,
if C1 6= 0
Exponential measure ∀t ∈ R, m˜Exponential = eC×t × λLebesgue b-a, if C = 0
eC×b−eC×a
C , if C 6= 0
Dirac measure m˜Dirac in point L, and mass M M, if a ≤ L < b
0, if L < a or b ≤ L
Table 1: The integration of some simple measures
B Simple fields
Simple fields Definition Value of evaluation at instant d
Null field ∀t ∈ R, FNull(t) = 0 0
Affine field ∀t ∈ R, FAffine(t) = C1 × t+ C C1 × d+ C
Quadratic field ∀t ∈ R, FQuadratic(t) = C2 × t2 + C1 × t+ C C2 × d2 + C1 × d+ C
Polynomial field ∀t ∈ R, FPolynom(t) =
i=n∑
i=0
Ci × ti
i=n∑
i=0
Ci × di
Sinus field ∀t ∈ R, FSinus(t) = sin(C1t+ C) sin(C1d+ C)
Cosinus field ∀t ∈ R, FCosinus(t) = cos(C1t+ C) cos(C1d+ C)
Exponential field ∀t ∈ R, FExponential(t) = eC×t eC×d
Table 2: The evaluation of some simple fields
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